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From John Philip Sousa to Green Day, from Scott Joplin to Kanye West, from Stephen Foster to

Coldplay, The Encyclopedia of Great Popular Song Recordings, Volumes 1 and 2 covers the vast

scope of its subject with virtually unprecedented breadth and depth. Approximately 1,000 key song

recordings from 1889 to the present are explored in full, unveiling the stories behind the songs, the

recordings, the performers, and the songwriters.Beginning the journey in the era of Victorian parlor

balladry, brass bands, and ragtime with the advent of the record industry, readers witness the birth

of the blues and the dawn of jazz in the 1910s and the emergence of country music on record and

the shift from acoustic to electrical recording in the 1920s. The odyssey continues through the

Swing Era of the 1930s; rhythm & blues, bluegrass, and bebop in the 1940s; the rock & roll

revolution of the 1950s; modern soul, the British invasion, and the folk-rock movement of the 1960s;

and finally into the modern era through the musical streams of disco, punk, grunge, hip-hop, and

contemporary dance-pop. Sullivan, however, also takes critical detours by extending the coverage

to genres neglected in pop music histories, from ethnic and world music, the gospel recording of

both black and white artists, and lesser-known traditional folk tunes that reach back hundreds of

years.This book is ideal for anyone who truly loves popular music in all of its glorious variety, and

anyone wishing to learn more about the roots of virtually all the music we hear today. Popular music

fans, as well as scholars of recording history and technology and students of the intersections

between music and cultural history will all find this book to be informative and interesting.
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Each year, radio stations of all types bring together their best-of-the-year songs, albums, artists, and

so on, and present them in marathon programs. Going far beyond the focus of a single year, author

Sullivan puts forward, essentially, a best-of-the-best list of great songs in this new two-volume set.

Sullivan consulted multiple sources, including published greatest-hits lists for specific styles and

genres, song inductees from various musical halls of fame, and articles and books offering top song

choices of music-industry writers and performers. Sullivanâ€™s Âcompilation is not simply a list of

popular songs, as he states in the introduction: Instead, my intent is to provide a journey through all

eras and genres of popular music over the past 120-plus years.Few readers would have qualms

about the inclusion of the majority, if not all, of these songs. Some might decry the inclusion or

exclusion of specific titles in a work that, because of the authorâ€™s editorial eye, cannot possibly

contain every recorded hit song. Sullivan breaks up the selections into 10 playlists of 100 songs

each. The lists are loosely connected by theme, although the songs in each cover many genres and

span roughly a century. Each entry is exceptionally detailed with historical backstories, quotes from

artists and authors, and Sullivanâ€™s own fresh take on the songâ€™s importance. Most entries are

at least several paragraphs long, and many are quite lengthy. For example, Scott Joplinâ€™s Maple

Leaf Rag and the Beatlesâ€™ A Day in the Life each receive a full four columns (two pages),

providing much more detail than the average album-liner notes. A smattering of black-and-white

photographs and a 20-page bibliography add value to the text. Sullivan admirably accomplishes his

goal of bringing together important pieces of our musical past into a form that lets readers learn

historical details about these songs and reminisce about their meaning in their own lives. Highly

recommended for most academic and public libraries. --Steven York

Each year, radio stations of all types bring together their &#39;best-of-the-year&#39; songs, albums,

artists, and so on, and present them in marathon programs. Far beyond the focus of a single year,

author Sullivan puts forward, essentially, a &#39;best-of-the-best&#39; list of great songs in this

new two-volume set. Sullivan consulted multiple sources, including published greatest-hits lists for

specific styles and genres, song inductees from various musical halls of fame, and articles and

books offering top song choices of music-industry writers and performers. Sullivanâ€™s compilation

is not simply a list of popular songs, as he states in the introduction: &#39;Instead, my intent is to

provide a journey through all eras and genres of popular music over the past 120-plus years.&#39;



Few readers would have qualms about the inclusion of the majority, if not all, of these songs. Some

might decry the inclusion or exclusion of specific titles in a work that, because of the authorâ€™s

editorial eye, cannot possibly contain every recorded hit song. Sullivan breaks up the selections into

10 &#39;playlists&#39; of 100 songs each, loosely connected by a theme, although the songs in

each playlist cover many genres and span roughly a century. Each entry is exceptionally detailed

with historical backstories, quotes from artists and authors, and Sullivanâ€™s own fresh take on the

songâ€™s importance. Most entries are at least several paragraphs long, and many are quite

lengthy. For example, Scott Joplinâ€™s &#39;Maple Leaf Rag&#39; and the Beatlesâ€™ &#39;A

Day in the Life&#39; each receive a full four columns (two pages), providing much more detail than

the average album-liner notes. A smattering of black-and-white photographs and a 20-page

bibliography add value to the text. Sullivan admirably accomplishes his goal of bringing together

important pieces of our musical past into a form that lets readers learn historical details about these

songs and reminisce about their meaning in their own lives. Highly recommended for most

academic and public libraries. (Booklist)Sullivan explores the diversity of popular music in one- to

three-page entries covering some 1,000 recordings from 1889 to 2012. Selections are chosen from

well-known lists such as those of the Grammy Hall of Fame, National Recording Registry, Rolling

Stone, and the top 100 hits from Joel Whitburn&#39;s Pop Memories, 1890-1954 (1986)â€“the final

example a sometimes maligned (for misinformation) publication ghostwritten by Sullivan. This

well-documented encyclopedia draws on many respected sources, including Music Trades, which is

particularly pertinent for earlier works. Popular music herein includes rock, soul, country, jazz, blues,

gospel, and ethnic music. Entries are chronological within ten &#39;playlists,&#39; providing

charting/list information, performer, writer, recording specifics, and documented history and

commentary covering the song and the creators and performers. . . . The indexes are superb. For

breadth of coverage and currency, this set (also available electronically through ProQuest and

EBSCO) is a useful, superior complement to David Ewen&#39;s American Popular Songs.

Summing Up: Highly recommended. Lower-division undergraduates through researchers/faculty;

general readers.  (CHOICE)Lists of popular song recordings and hit books abound, covering various

genres and time periods. Rarer are sources that bring these recordings together into one

&#39;great list,&#39; and which also treat readers to a musical journey with an in-depth examination

of each songâ€”from little-known root influences to interesting claims to fame, alternate recordings,

and other trivia. Sullivanâ€™s new two-volume set covers all popular genres, from blues and jazz to

country and hip-hopâ€”even world musicâ€”and spans all recorded time periods, from 1889 to the

present. Interestingly, it presents songs based not only on their established greatness in various



compiled lists, but also on the quality of the recordings themselves. . . . Heavily footnoted,

Sullivanâ€™s enjoyable, worthwhile reference work includes an extensive bibliography including

biographical sources and discographies. Separate title and subject/name indexes are included.

(American Reference Books Annual)What Sullivan has given us here is not a best-of list, but rather

10 separate road maps to genres and timesâ€”an experience to be had through listening, not a

purely introspective reflection of taste geared toward shaping the listenerâ€™s preferences. With the

detailed history of each song, he has documented histories and experiences from disparate sources

and provided a new reference work to guide us in answering detailed questions about over 1,000

significant recordings across a wide variety of genres. The Encyclopedia of Popular Song

Recordings will serve both as a destination and as a launching pad for further research, and should

be a welcome addition to any library whose patrons are interested in popular music. (Music

Reference Services Quarterly)Encyclopedia of Great Popular Song Recordings is a good

supplementary title for any academic or public library that serves interests in popular music.

(Reference and User Services Quarterly)There is a generous bibliography, ideal for the nerd, the

cultural historian (especially of American popular songs), the resources librarian, anyone connected

with the popular music industry and the general reader. The bibliography is divided up into sections

like all-time great records, American pop charts, popular music 1800s 1940s, country music, ethnic

and world music (this includes calypso and Cuban, klezmer/traditional Jewish music and Latin

American and reggae), gospel/spirituals, jazz and ragtime, movie music, rhythm & blues, Tin Pan

Alley and Broadway and rock. Summing up: at the price good value from Scarecrow (who publish a

lot on popular and classical music, check out their website); likely purchasers are reference libraries,

specialist libraries and specialists. Looking back will remain strong: any good researcher will try to

keep up with change. (Reference Reviews)The Encyclopedia of Great Popular Song Recording

really is encyclopedic and covers more genre territory than any work I ever thought I&#39;d see.

Few, if any, other writers could treat Atilla the Hun, Charlie Parker, Sarah Vaughan, the Stanley

Brothers, Ada Jones and the Dixie Hummingbirds in equal measure. What makes the book most

interesting to browse is how less familiar material is chronicled next to a sought-for entry and seeing

less familiar styles given comparable weight to best sellers, which will have an effect on the way our

heirs will understand and evaluate our music. (Dick Spottswood)

I just added Sullivan's two-volume music encyclopedia to my already stuffed shelves of music

reference books. It may not be on the shelf much as I'll be pulling it down to reference so often. To

echo the reviews above, Sullivan doesn't just present a "best of" list. He compiles a myriad of



resources (including yours truly's own DavesMusicDatabase dot com) as a starting point, but also

corrects a problem inherent in most lists - the imbalance of current songs to older songs. As any list

enthusiast will tell you, "best-of all-time" lists are generally misnamed, choosing to focus almost

exclusively on songs from the rock era. Sullivan gives pre-1950s songs the attention they deserve

by balancing the representation not just of different eras but different genres.If that's all these books

did, they would dwarf most of the competition. However, Sullivan also has done phenomenal

research to give roughly one-page histories of each song, offering detailed accounts of a song's

back story and importance. An absolute must-have for any fans of music history - of ANY era or

ANY genre.

Yes, it's a costly two-volume set, but I had ordered it for the library where I work, and found I didn't

want to let go and put it on the shelf! So I bought my own copy from . I think anyone who really likes

popular music and history would find it fascinating. The set contains the story behind a large number

of hit songs, back to the 1800's. For instance, the composer who wrote "Amazing Grace" had

formerly worked as the captain of a slave ship. Some aspects of the song popularized by Eric

Burden and the Animals, "The House of the Rising Sun," have their roots in songs of the 1700's. As

you can see from the examples, the definition of "popular songs" goes well beyond the rock-and-roll

era.
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